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SPONSORS

Film Row Auditorium
12
pm

The View from
Columbia College
Reading by Columbia students, begins at 11:30am

1
pm

Ina Pinkney and
Douglas Sohn
Authors of Hot Doug’s: The
Book and Ina’s Kitchen

2
pm

3
pm

4
pm

Music and Fiction

Schedule of Events
Room 837

Chicago Authored
John Russick (Chicago
History Museum) and Nike
Whitcomb (American
Writers Museum)

Literature That
Empowers: Centering
Youth Work in Identity
Group leaders from
Literature for All of Us

Room 835-836

Jerry Coyne:
Faith Vs. Fact

The Little Magazine
In America

Jerry Coyne (Faith Vs. Fact:
Why Science and Religion
Are Incompatible)

Ian Morris, Joanne Diaz, and
Don Share

Poetic Memoir

The Tool Box: The Tool
Kit for New Poets

Ben Clark, Emily Rose
Kahn-Sheahan, and
Re’Lynn Hansen

Love and Hate:
A Conversation
About Identity

Women of Wind:
A Reading by
Chicago Poets

Jarrett Neal and
Christian Picciolini

Angela Jackson, Parneshia
Jones, and Rachel Webster

Richard Nickel:
Dangerous Years

Fifth Wednesday
Poetry Reading

Mystery & History

Richard Cahan on the photos
and writings of this famous
Chicago preservationist

Joanne Diaz, Chris Green,
and Rachel Jamison Webster

RHINO Poetry:
A 40th Anniversary
Celebration

The Cutting Edge of
Horror and Neo-Noir

Joe Meno, Rebecca Makkai,
and Brian Costello

Readings from poets published in RHINO (to 5:30pm)

Cina Pelayo and
Richard Thomas

Room 808

D. M. Pirrone, Charles
Finch, Susanna Calkins, and
Michael Raleigh discuss their
historical mysteries

Timothy Rey and
Linda D. Gaddis

Zine Making Workshop
Learn about zines from
Chicago Zine Fest organizers
and make your own

From Chicago with
Love Writing Workshop
Chicago Publishers Resource
Center Literary Coordinator
Elizabeth O’Connell-Thompson

Voices From The Hall
Readings of Chicago Literary Hall of Fame writers by
Don Evans, Richard Reeder, Paul Dailing, Bob Boone, Bayo
Ojikutu, Nambi E. Kelley, Kelli Christiansen, Don DeGrazia,
Valya Lupescu, James Finn Garner, and Dmitry Samarov

Program Descriptions

11:30-12:50pm

1-1:50pm

2-2:50pm

The View From Columbia College

Ina Pinkney and Douglas Sohn

Music and Fiction

A joint reading by the Chicago Center
for Literature and Photography (CCLaP)
and Columbia’s Department of Creative
Writing. Columbia College students will
read their work (fiction, nonfiction, and
poetry), including contributors to CCLaP’s
new anthology of Chicago-area college student writing, The View from Here.
Readers include Evan Tingey, Elizabeth
Gerard, Sadaf Ferdowsi, Dane Campbell,
Raymond Dereen, Claire Doty, Matthew DeMarco, Neal Steichen, Luther Hughes, and
Elizabeth Forsythe. (Film Row Auditorium)

Legendary Chicago restaurateurs Douglas
Sohn, author of Hot Doug’s: The Book, and
Ina Pinkney, author of Ina’s Kitchen, discuss their books and their experiences with
PTRD–Post Traumatic Restaurant Disorder.
(Film Row Auditorium)

Fiction writers Joe Meno (Marvel and a
Wonder), Rebecca Makkai (Music for Wartime), and Brian Costello (Losing in Gainesville) discuss how music influences their novels and short stories. (Film Row Auditorium)

12-12:50pm
Chicago Authored
How are museums shining a light on Chicago’s literary history? Join John Russick of the
Chicago History Museum as he discusses the
process of creating its new crowdsourced
exhibit, “Chicago Authored,” and Nike
Whitcomb, executive director of the American Writers Museum, which is planning the
opening of Chicago’s newest museum in
2017. (Room 837)

Jerry Coyne: Faith Vs. Fact
University of Chicago professor (and bestselling author) Jerry Coyne discusses his
book Why Evolution Is True, along with his
new book Faith Vs. Fact: Why Science and
Religion Are Incompatible. (Room 835-836)

The Little Magazine In America
Ian Morris and Joanne Diaz, co-editors of
The Little Magazine in Contemporary America (University of Chicago Press, 2015),
discuss the problems and success stories
of literary magazines and how they have
evolved and persevered. Joining their conversation is Poetry magazine editor Don
Share. (Room 808)

Stay in Touch

Sign up for our mailing list (or
volunteer to help with the event).
Stop by the information desk or email
chicagobookexpo@gmail.com

Literature That Empowers:
Centering Youth Work in Identity
Literature is power: neurons firing, power
lines surging, electricity connecting us. We
as educators, writers, editors, and publishers
can be the source that links young people
into these mainframes of energy, freedom,
and communication. This panel with Anthony
Peregrine Betori, Nate Olison, and Vanessa
Borjon will focus on building dialogues and
delivering literature that matches the identities of the young people we serve. Gender,
sexuality, race and class are potent topics
that influence their lives. By providing them
with authors, texts, words and ideas that reflect their identities, we encourage them to
imagine futures in which they can discover
hope, community and new possibilities. The
professional book group leaders of Literature for All of Us will discuss curricula that
address queer and trans* issues. police
brutality, and gender-based violence, and
how to form responsive and engaging work.
(Room 837)

Poetic Memoir
Ben Clark (if you turn around I will turn
around), Emily Rose Kahn-Sheahan (Mouthy),
and Re’Lynn Hansen (To Some Women I
Have Known) read from their work and discuss the challenges of writing memoir in poetic forms. (Room 835-836)

The Tool Box:
The Tool Kit for New Poets
Timothy Rey (2015 Gwendolyn Brooks
nominee and author of Little Victories) will
present a way new poets can get involved
in the poetry process. Linda D. Gaddis (author and publisher of First Fruits) will assist
in the workshop. Included will be readings
of works by both poets. (Room 808)

Love and Hate:
A Conversation about Identity
Jarrett Neal (What Color is Your Hoodie?
Essays on Black Gay Identity) and Christian
Picciolini (Romantic Violence: Memoir of an
American Skinhead) discuss their books and
the common themes of diversity, racism, and
the omnipresent crisis of identity that often
leads to marginalization, violence, and beyond. (Room 837)

Women of Wind:
A Reading by Chicago Poets
Join Chicago women poets (Angela Jackson, Rachel Jamison Webster, and Parneshia
Jones) as they read from their current collections. From Chicago’s South Side to the
North Side of Evanston, these women poets cross borders and generations that celebrate a city and the power of the female
experience. (Room 835-836)

Zine Making Workshop
What’s a zine? Come join Chicago Zine
Fest organizers to learn a bit of the history
of these DIY publications popular in underground music and political scenes, then
learn how to make your own! Participants
will walk away with their own zine crafted
with a simple binding stitch. No skills required, that’s what we’re here for. All ages
welcome! (Room 808)
Thank You! Lynn Haller and John K.
Wilson, co-organizers of the Chicago
Book Expo, would like to thank Cora
Jacobs, Deborah Siegel, Michael
Dunham, Don Evans, Merle Welkomer,
Emily Victorson, Randy Richardson, John
Wawrzaszek, Parneshia Jones, Elizabeth
Burke-Dain, Kelli Christiansen, Linda
Gaddis, Ralph Hamilton & RHINO, as
well as all of our sponsors, speakers,
exhibitors, and day-of-event volunteers.

3-3:50pm
Richard Nickel:
Dangerous Years
A look at the life of pioneering
Chicago preservationist Richard Nickel through the letters
he wrote and the photographs
he took. Richard Cahan is the
co-author of a new book about
Nickel, who died in 1972 when
the remains of the Chicago Stock
Exchange building collapsed on
him while he was attempting to
salvage architectural artifacts.
(Film Row Auditorium)

Fifth Wednesday
Poetry Reading
The literary journal Fifth
Wednesday celebrates the release of its latest issue with
a poetry reading by Joanne
Diaz, Chris Green, and Rachel
Jamison Webster, and moderated by Nina Corwin. (Room 837)

Mystery & History
Four local writers of historical mysteries talk about their
work. D. M. Pirrone is the author
of the Hanley & Rivka Myster-

ies (Shall We Not Revenge and
For You Were Strangers), which
are set in Chicago immediately
after the Great Fire of 1871.
Charles Finch is the author of
the Charles Lenox Mysteries
(nine titles beginning with A
Beautiful Blue Death), which are
set in Victorian London. Susanna
Calkins is the author of the Lucy
Campion Mysteries (four titles
beginning with A Murder at Rosamund’s Gate), which are set in
seventeenth-century England.
Michael Raleigh is the author of
The Peerless Detective, which is
set in 1970s Chicago, as well as
the Paul Whelan Mysteries, and
other novels set in the 1920s
and 1950s. (Room 835-836)

From Chicago with Love
Writing Workshop
The Chicago Publishers Resource Center and their Literary Coordinator, Elizabeth
O’Connell-Thompson, present a
writing workshop that focuses
on the power of the epistle.
Participants are invited to pen
the most aching love letter or
funniest Dear Abby they have in
them, and share them for feedback. (Room 808)

May 6-12, 2016
www.EvanstonLit.org • evanstonlit@gmail.com
The Poetry
Foundation is
proud to help
sponsor poetry
events at the Chicago Book Expo

Noon: The Little Magazine In America
(Room 808)
1pm: Poetic Memoir (Room 835-836)
1pm: The Tool Box: The Tool Kit for
New Poets (Room 808)
2pm: Women of Wind: A Reading of
Chicago Poets (Room 835-836)
3pm: Fifth Wednesday Poetry Reading
(Room 837)
4pm: Rhino Poetry: A 40th Anniversary
Celebration (Film Row Auditorium)

4-5pm
RHINO Poetry: A 40th
Anniversary Celebration
(to 5:30)
Entering its 40th year, RHINO
Poetry, based in Evanston, Illinois, is an award-winning, independent annual print journal
which invites traditional and
experimental work reflecting
passion, originality, artistic conviction, and a love affair with
language. This 90-minute reading will feature a selection of poets published in RHINO over the
last 15 years, including Ladan
Osman, Pablo Otavalo, Chris
Green, Katie Hartsock, Jacob
Saenz, Angela Narciso Torres,
Joe Eldridge, Kenyatta Rogers,
Donna Vorreyer, Keith Wilson,
Rachel Jamison Webster, Kyle
Churney, and Valerie Wallace.
(Film Row Auditorium)

The Cutting Edge of
Horror and Neo-Noir
Experience writers of the macabre with Cina Pelayo, owner of
Burial Day Books and author of
Loteria and Santa Muerte, and
Richard Thomas, Editor-in-Chief
at Dark House Press, and author
of transgressive neo-noir fiction Disintegration and Breaker.
(Room 837)

Voices From The Hall
The contemporary Chicago literary community celebrates
Chicago’s literary past. Writers
will read passages from prized
books by Chicago Literary Hall
of Fame authors over the past
100 years. Readers include
Don Evans, Richard Reeder,
Paul Dailing, Bob Boone, Bayo
Ojikutu, Nambi E. Kelley, Kelli
Christiansen, Don DeGrazia,
Valya Lupescu, James Finn
Garner, and Dmitry Samarov.
(Room 835-836)

Exhibitor Descriptions
Presses

(15) 7Vientos is a bilingual
publishing house that strives to serve
the world of confluences that is today’s America. The objective is simple: to promote diversity of cultures
by bringing literature previously
unavailable in English. We publish
works by writers who think outside
the box: unorthodox, experimental,
and intellectually risky. In addition
to having exceptional literary content, the books 7V publishes are
visually stunning. The books have
been dubbed “flip” books after
the way they read through on one
side in its original language and the
other in its translation to the English
language.
(54) After Hours Press, a journal of Chicago writing and art, was
launched in June of 2000 and has
published two issues per year since.
After Hours includes poetry, fiction
and photography by Chicagoland
(and Chicago ex-pat) writers and
artists. The current issue #31 features the work of poet Quraysh Ali
Lansana.
(64) Allium Press is a small
independent press which publishes
fiction with a Chicago connection —
historical fiction, mysteries, thrillers,
literary fiction, and YA fiction. “Rescuing Chicago from Capone…one
book at a time.”
(30) Amelia Street Studio was
founded by three sisters, Katy, Jenny, & Andrea. With development
partner, Appoet Inc., they produced
two children’s storybook apps, Festival of Lights and Arlo the Blue, Blue
Whale. Festival of Lights (author
Josh Fisher) tells the origins of Hanukkah. Arlo (author Janet Alberti,
the sisters’ mom) teaches the value
of acceptance and friendship, no
matter your differences. Arlo is now
available in print.
(60) Ankerwycke, launched in
December 2014, is the consumeroriented imprint of the American
Bar Association. In 1215, Magna
Carta was sealed underneath the
ancient Ankerwycke Yew tree, starting the process which led to rule by
constitutional law — in effect, giving rights and the law to the people.
Today, the ABA’s Ankerwycke line of
books continues to bring the law to
the people. With legal fiction, true
crime books, popular legal histories, public policy handbooks, and
prescriptive guides to current legal

(see map on back page)

and business issues, Ankerwycke is a
contemporary and innovative line of
books for everyone from a trusted
and vested authority. Follow us on
Twitter@AnkerwyckeBooks. Ankerwycke is a sponsor of the 2015
Chicago Book Expo.
(34) Burial Day Books was
founded in 2011 as a boutique publisher of supernatural horror. Horror,
the truest, purest form of horror is
the black and beautiful dance between good and evil. We love the
unknown. We fear the unknown. We
will bring you the unknown through
our literary horror novels and short
fictions.
(5) Chicago Center for Literature and Photography is a full-service arts organization that has been
operating since 2007. Along with
original books, CCLaP also produces a weekly magazine, a monthly
reading series, 200 book reviews a
year at our blog, classes and workshops, and a host of other activities.
(27) CityFiles Press is a small
publishing company that strives to
produce meaningful projects that
have emotional and artistic impact.
We believe in the power of words
and pictures.
(3) Columbia Poetry Review,
now in its twenty-seventh year, is
published annually by Columbia
College Chicago’s Department of
Creative Writing. It is a studentedited, nationally distributed literary journal. Poems from Columbia
Poetry Review have been included in
several volumes of The Best American Poetry, and have been featured
on Poetry Daily and Verse Daily.
(28) Curbside Splendor is a
Chicago-based publisher of urban
fiction, literary nonfiction, poetry,
and art.
(11) Dream of Things is an
independent book publisher. We
focus on memoirs and essay collections that further our mission to publish “distinctive voices, meaningful
books.”
(4) Featherproof Books publishes strange and beautiful fiction
and nonfiction and post-, trans-, and
inter-genre tragicomedy.
(58) Fifth Wednesday Journal, published by Fifth Wednesday Books based in Lisle, Illinois, is
an independent literary magazine
publishing fiction, essays, poetry,
interviews, book reviews, and photography by established writers
and new voices. An Illinois poet is

featured in every issue. FWB sponsors several literary events in Chicago.
(59) Fifth Star Press is a notfor-profit publisher based in Chicago that specializes in trade fiction
and in nonfiction books pertaining
to Chicago and the region.
(23) Flyleaf Journal is a unique
literary publication that periodically publishes individual short stories
accompanied by original artwork
exclusively designed by acclaimed
artists on a per-issue basis. Former
authors published in the journal include Alice Hoffman, Patricia Ann
McNair, Scott Cheshire, and Sahar
Mustafah.
(38) Gibson House Press specializes in publishing new fiction by
writers inspired by or active in music
and other arts disciplines.
(35-36) Grey Matter Press is a
Chicago-based independent publisher of cutting-edge dark fiction in
the genres of horror, science fiction,
fantasy, thriller, crime and suspense.
We are committed to working with
both new voices and established authors to reach an audience that is
looking for exceptional fiction.
(2) Hair Trigger Published annually for more than 30 years, Hair
Trigger features the best fiction
writing from undergraduate and
graduate students in the Department of Creative Writing at Columbia College Chicago.
(14) Haymarket Books is a
nonprofit, radical book publisher, a
project of the Center for Economic
Research and Social Change. We
believe that activists need to take
ideas, history, and politics into the
many struggles for social justice today. Learning the lessons of past
victories, as well as defeats, can
arm a new generation of fighters
for a better world. As Karl Marx
said, “The philosophers have merely
interpreted the world; the point,
however, is to change it.”
(26) Publishing for Chicago’s
history and culture, Highlights of
Chicago Press features neighborhood tour guides and children’s
books with a Chicago flavor. Titles
include A View of Bronzeville; The
Windies’ City; and Chicago Neighborhoods with Flavor. Our newest
title is Tate and His Historic Dream.
(22) little dipper ink is a small,
one lady press owned by ginamarie lobianco who is the author of
several books, including 21 novels

that make up “the little star series,” beginning with come tumbling
down. she likes to eat cookies for
every meal and play the ukulele
by the lake and scare all of the fish
away. you can drop her a line at
littledipperink@gmail.com.
(55) Meekling Press publishes
handmade books, performances,
and objects. At this year’s Book
Expo, we’ll be displaying our new
high-tech Literature Machine.
(52) Misty Publications is an
independent publisher of poetry
and poetry hybrids.
(47) Oyez Review is Roosevelt
University’s award-winning literary
magazine, in continuous publication
for over forty years. We publish fiction, creative nonfiction, and poetry
from authors across the nation. Sold
at bookstores around the Chicago
area and at select independent
bookstores nationwide, Oyez Review
accepts submissions yearly from August 1 through October 1.
(16) Pandora lobo estepario
Press are publishers of literature.
Our idea is to print curated works
of art./Somos editores de literatura. Nuestra idea es la publicación
de obras artísticas seleccionadas.
(13) Path Press, Inc. is a book
publishing company specializing
in works by for and about African
American and Third World People.
(48) Poetry East, edited by
Richard Jones, is committed to an
art that is immediate, accessible,
and universal. Poetry East is described by Choice as “one of the
best current journals of poetry” and
ranked by London’s Poetry Review
as one of the top 20 literary journals in the United States. Poetry
East is an international magazine of
poetry, translations, criticism, interviews, and art. Poetry East is an independent magazine affiliated with
DePaul University.
(51) Poetry magazine was
founded in Chicago by Harriet
Monroe in 1912, and has published
a new issue every month for one
hundred years. Today, Poetry regularly presents new work by the most
recognized poets, but its primary
commitment is still to discover new
voices. The Poetry Foundation is a
sponsor of the 2015 Chicago Book
Expo.
(2) Punctuate. A Nonfiction
Magazine is a new magazine of
creative nonfiction that aims to create a threshold between narrative

essays and new nonfiction forms.
Punctuate will emphasize the strong
voice and pace of literary non-fiction while acknowledging new narratives that include image, sound,
and word.
(44) Red Anemone Books is a
small Chicago press specializing in
quality books that venture outside
of the ordinary. We offer provocative science fiction, quirky contemporary fiction, award-winning short
stories, and mathematics for aficionados.
(49) RHINO Poetry is an independent literary organization in
its 40th year, primarily devoted to
the publication of RHINO, an annual high-quality print journal of
poetry, flash-fiction and translations
reflecting passion, originality, artistic conviction, and a love affair with
language. RHINO also fosters writers with RHINO Reads! & our Poetry
Forum workshops.
(32) South Side Weekly is a
nonprofit newsprint magazine written for and about neighborhoods
on the South Side of Chicago. We
publish in-depth coverage of the
arts and issues of public interest
alongside oral histories, poetry, fiction, interviews, and artwork from
local photographers and illustrators.
South Side Weekly is a sponsor of
the 2015 Chicago Book Expo.
(46) Sundress Publications
is a (mostly) woman-run, woman-

friendly nonprofit publication group
founded in 2000 that publishes
chapbooks and full-length collections in both print and digital formats and hosts a variety of online
journals, including the Best of the
Net Anthology.
(107) Tasicas-Young LLC is
a digital media and publishing
company, dedicated to easing the
process of getting your books from
draft to published. We work with
multiple distributors, provide multiple services beyond just publication
and distribution, and work with authors on developing their platform
and brand.
(56) Thoughtcrime Press gathers the most important voices in writing and sculpts exceptional books
around them. We are artists and
craftsmen who believe in paying our
authors first and more while offering our readers affordable, beautiful literary art objects. Our authors
are the press. Our readers are the
press. We’ve been looking for you.
We’ve found you.
(29) Tortoise Books: Slow and
steady wins in the end. In an industry dominated by fast-sellers and
flash-in-the-pan subgenres, Tortoise Books is carving out a niche
as a patient and meticulous imprint,
blending the best of traditional and
new publishing models to put out
works that will stand the test of time.
(37) Twelve Winters Press, a

literary publisher, focuses on risktaking work that doesn’t fit easily
into traditional categories. We produce print, digital and audio editions, working closely with our authors and respecting their opinion at
every step in the process. We also
have two imprints–Shining Hall (for
children’s literature) and Maidenhead Hall (for literary erotica).

O(40)
rganizations
826CHI is a nonprofit tu-

toring and writing center in Wicker
Park. We work with around 3,500
students, aged 6-18, each year to
improve their expository and creative writing skills. All of our programming is tuition-free, and we
publish our students’ work, both inhouse and professionally.
(39) Chicago Literary Hall
of Fame has one mission: to honor
and preserve Chicago’s great literary heritage. We do this through
educational programming, awards,
exhibits and other special events,
particularly our annual induction
ceremony. We are also in the process of creating a repository of detailed information about Chicago’s
past, present and future literary
life, through such projects as the
Chicago Literary Map, the Chicago
Book of the Day, and the Chicago
Literary Calendar.
(20) Chicago Publishers Re-

source Center (CHIPRC) is a nonprofit that strives to build community
and foster creativity by providing
access to the space, education, and
resources necessary to create and
self-publish literary and visual work.
(25) Chicago Writers Association (CWA) is a voluntary, not-forprofit organization dedicated to
promoting the 4 C’s of writing: creativity, commerce, craft and community. CWA strives to foster a visible,
supportive writing community and
to assist writers at all levels achieve
their writing goals. Authors tabling:
11-5pm: Kristin Oakley and Sandra
Colbert; 11-12pm: Steve Bellinger.
(19) Chicago Zine Fest is a
celebration of small press and independent publishers. Our mission is to
showcase the culture and accessibility of zine-making through workshops, events, and an annual festival
that welcomes artists and creators
to share their stories, knowledge,
and love of zines.
(33) CHIRP Radio is a live, local, volunteer-driven community radio station playing a wide array of
independent, local, and unappreciated music.
(18) Editorial Freelancers’ Association (EFA) is a national network of publishing professionals
that began in 1970. The EFA offers
numerous resources for the development of its members, and it’s the
perfect place for authors to hire

the professionals they need for any
written work.
(45) Illinois Woman’s Press
Association (since 1885) is an organization of professionals whose
objective is to maintain and improve the standards of members
in mass communications in Illinois,
to promote their interests, and to
provide for the sharing of ideas
and information. IWPA is an affiliate of the National Federation of
Press Women. Author Signings: 111pm: Francine Friedman, Barbara
Joan Zeitz; 1-3pm: Shakuntala Rajagopal, Connie Corcoran Wilson;
3-5pm: Uma Girish, Barbara Joan
Zeitz, Connie Corcoran Wilson
(42) Ladydrawers Comic Collective is an unofficially affiliated
group that researches, performs,
and publishes comics and texts
about how economics, race, sexuality, and gender impact the comics
industry, media, and our culture.
(17) Liberation Library is a
Chicago based group that provides
books to young people in Illinois
prisons in order to encourage imagination, self-determination 0and
connection to the outside worlds of
their choosing. We believe access to
books is a right, not a privilege.
(8) Literature for All of Us is an
award-winning organization founded in 1996 that uses an innovative
book group model to build communities of readers, writers and critical
thinkers in under-resourced communities in Chicago and Evanston, IL —
and beyond.
(57) Northwestern University
Press publishes the finest fiction, poetry, and critical work.
(21) Midwest Writers Association is a networking base for experienced, professional nonfiction writers. Members write for magazines,
newspapers, websites and corporation publications, as well as books,
trade journals, film, speechwriting,
and texts. Author signings: Reno Lovison, Turn Your Business Card Into
Business and Cynthia Clampitt, Midwest Maize.
0(61) Open Books, the Chicago literacy nonprofit and bookstore
at 651 W. Lake, will be selling a
wide variety of used books at the
Book Expo, including Chicago-focused books. Open Books will also
be holding a book drive, encouraging people to bring in sellable
books in good condition (especially
children’s books) to donate to them.
All donated books will support students, teachers, schools, and nonprofit organizations in need across
the Chicagoland area.

(41) Pixiehammer Press writes
letters on typewriters, on your
behalf. Tender-hearted, sharptongued, smitten, besotted or betrayed — we’ve got you covered.
We’ve typed hundreds and hundreds of letters for people, at
places such as the MCA, Pitchfork,
Chicago Humanities Festival and
more. Pixiehammer’s founders also
produce WRITE CLUB, which is literature as blood sport. At live shows
around the country, writers face off
on opposing topics. Our anthology,
Bare-Knuckled Lit, brings you some
all-time favorite essays. 11am-3pm.
(50) The Poetry Foundation,
publisher of Poetry magazine, is an
independent literary organization
committed to a vigorous presence
for poetry in our culture. It exists

to discover and celebrate the best
poetry and to place it before the
largest possible audience. The Poetry Foundation is a sponsor of
the 2015 Chicago Book Expo.
(108) The Soon to be Famous
Illinois Author Project, now in its
third year, recognizes outstanding
self-published adult fiction by Illinois
authors. Conceived and conducted
by Illinois library marketing professionals, this project harnesses the
power and credibility of libraries
to affect books and reading. Entries
accepted through January 4, 2016.
(6-7) Society of Midland Authors (SMA), an 100-year-old organization of authors from 12 Midwest states, is dedicated to honoring
creative literary efforts through
ongoing public programs, an an-

nual book awards competition and
banquet, a speakers bureau, and
member newsletter. Author Signings:
11-1pm: Carla Knorowski, Re’Lynn
Hansen, Bill Yarrow, Marlene Targ
Brill; 1-3pm: George Levy, Sandi
Wisenberg, Gunter Nitsch, Stan
“Tex” Banash; 3-5pm: Greg Borzo,
Amelia Cotter, Marlene Targ Brill.
(43) Tamale Hut Café Writers
Group meets the 2nd Saturday of
each month at the Tamale Hut Café
in North Riverside for an afternoon
of conversation, camaraderie, and
critique. We are affiliated with
the long-running Tamale Hut Café
Reading Series. Author Signings:
Matthew Bieniek, Marianne Koerfer,
Phil Reebius, Michael Penkas.
For author descriptions, go to
chicagobookexpo.org/exhibitors.
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74 Jessica Cage
84
Exhibitor
75 Donna Zadunajsky
Film Row Rear Entrance
108
Lounge
76 JoAnn Fastoff
85 77 Laura Quinn
78 K.B. Jensen
107
86 79 Superhero Huff
80 James Gordon (GPA)
Arnetta Randall
87 81
104
105
106
103
82 Elizabeth Diaz
83 Vicki Vass
88 84 J. Eric Booker
102
85 Talisha Burge
100
101
99
98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91 90 89
86 Sonja Michelle Crockett
87 Darryl Harvey
100 Sierra Kay
88 Lynn Frances
101
L.
Nahay
89 Jeffrey Westhoff
After-words Bookstore (after-wordschicago.com)
Pixiehammer Press
102 Ray Gleason
90 Debra R. Borys
writes
letters
(tender,
103 Karen Ford
91 Karen Doornebos/Joyce Hicks
is one of the few independent bookstores left in
104 Clarissa Burton 92 Jane Morocco
sharp, betrayed,
downtown Chicago, at 23 E. Illinois. Visit the After- smitten) on typewrit- 105 Michael Coorlim 93 David Jay Collins
106 W. Nikola-Lisa/ 94 Janet Roberts
ers, on your behalf.
words Bookstore display on the 8th floor to purLisa Maggiore 95 Jerilyn Willin/Wayne Turmel
107 Tasicas-Young 96 Shane Cloonan
chase books signed by authors speaking at the Chi- Visit them 11am108 Soon to be
97 Greg Archer
Famous Illinois 98 Lisa M. Lilly
3pm at Table 41.
cago Book Expo who do not have local publishers.
Author Project
99 Sylvester Boyd Jr.

1st
Floor
Map
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Elevator

Film Row
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Room 808
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Information

Room
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Outside
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Elevators
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Machines
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Floor
Map

52 53 Open Books
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